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Abstract—The visual analysis of dynamic networks is a challenging task. In this paper, we introduce a new approach supporting the discovery of substructures sharing a similar trend over time by combining computation, visualization and interaction. With existing techniques, their discovery would be a tedious endeavor because of the number of nodes, edges as well as time points to be compared. First, on the basis of the supergraph, we therefore group nodes and edges according to their associated attributes that are changing over time. Second, the supergraph is visualized to provide an overview of the groups of nodes and edges with similar behavior over time in terms of their associated attributes. Third, we provide specific interactions to explore and refine the temporal clustering, allowing the user to further steer the analysis of the dynamic network. We demonstrate our approach by the visual analysis of a large wireless mesh network.
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1 INTRODUCTION

The visual analysis of dynamic networks is an important subject in many fields concerning for example social or citation networks, power grids or communication networks. Dynamic networks can be described as a sequence of networks, each consisting of a set of nodes and edges. With both, nodes and edges, attributes can be associated that also vary over time. An important task often encountered in their analysis is the identification of temporal relationships between nodes and edges. More precisely, the analysts are interested in finding groups of nodes and edges featuring similar trends of their attributes over time. Finding these groups allows them to determine stable, evolving or unreliable parts of these networks which is for instance of importance for the maintenance in communication networks or discovering evolving topics in citation networks.

Common approaches for visualizing dynamic networks utilize animations [9, 13], small multiples [4] or layering to convey the dynamics of these networks [5, 6, 7, 25]. Larger dynamic networks are often abstracted by clustering the nodes and edges for each time step separately [12, 11, 18]. While providing appropriate insights into the structural changes, these approaches do not address the associated time series sufficiently. The attributes of every time point have still to be analyzed by the user step by step, which leaves him with the burden of manually identifying temporal relations communicated with different images.

Furthermore, approaches reducing the temporal domain are often based on calculating a supergraph. A supergraph represents the union of all networks in the sequence of the dynamic network and is thus also referred to as union graph. In this way, it summarizes the dynamic network containing all nodes and edges that were present at least for one time step. On this basis, these approaches can provide an overview of the structure of the dynamic network in only one image but for the price of almost completely removing the temporal information [27, 23]. In the case of smaller networks, additional temporal information is included as small time plots embedded into the network visualization showing a single attribute over time [26, 28, 33]. However, in this way, discovering nodes and edges featuring a similar course over time is a difficult endeavor.

That means, the first group of approaches adequately communicates structural changes but requires a manual matching of time series that are presented by different images. In contrast, the second group of approaches provides only one image but shows a summary of nodes, edges and attributes that does not support the analysis of a particular period of time. With this paper, we make a first step in closing this gap.

Our goal is to support the analyst in finding and analyzing substructures sharing similar attribute trends over periods of time. Based on the supergraph of the dynamic network, we therefore introduce a temporal clustering with regard to the associated time-varying attributes. This clustering is based on adapting and applying a clustering for time series data which has been successfully used for instance for the analysis of spatio-temporal data [2, 19, 34]. The resulting clustering of the associated time series is then used to group the corresponding nodes and edges of the supergraph. The visualization of this clustered supergraph communicates both a structural overview of the discovered groups of nodes and edges with similar trends of associated attributes as well as a temporal overview of these trends. Additionally, we provide methods to refine the temporal clustering allowing the analysts to adapt it to their needs such as restricting the time interval or selecting the attributes to be analyzed.

The paper is organized as follows: The temporal clustering is described in Section 2, followed by a description of our visual design and appropriate interactions in Section 3. In Section 4, our approach is demonstrated by applying it to a data set obtained from a wireless mesh network consisting of 290 nodes and 1,888 edges captured over 21,733 time points (every 10 minutes) spanning 5 months of data. All figures shown throughout the paper are based on this data set. We finally conclude our paper in Section 5 by discussing future work.

2 TEMPORAL CLUSTERING OF DYNAMIC NETWORKS

Our aim is to support the analyst in identifying and inspecting groups of nodes and edges that are similar according to their attribute values over time. For the automatic extraction of these substructures, we cluster the supergraph by utilizing techniques stemming from the analysis of time series data. However, before these techniques can be applied, we have to solve the following problems:

1. The attributes for all nodes and edges have to be extracted to define the time series.

2. Their clustering has to be configured and carried out.
3. Based on the clustering, connected subgraphs have to be defined.

These three aspects are described in the following.

### 2.1 Extraction of Time Series

The time series to be clustered are associated as attributes with nodes and edges of a given dynamic network. As not all attributes may be of interest, first those attributes have to be selected that should be used for the clustering. The supergraph contains all nodes and edges of the dynamic network. Hence, we can extract for each of these nodes and edges a time series representing the values of each selected associated attribute.

As nodes and edges may not exist at all time steps, we have to mark missing values by a particular value. A common way is the missing-indicator method introducing a placeholder value for each attribute that is not within the range of existing values. Thus, this placeholder is used to differentiate between missing and original values [10]. Yet, it has to be used with care for the clustering as it may lead to a biased analysis. For instance, two nodes that coexist for a short amount of time and are absent at the remaining time points will be grouped together because they show the same placeholder value most of the time. This grouping is rather independent of the real values they feature during the time they exist. An alternative to compensate for such a problem is to neglect time points at which at least one node does not exist. In this way, those nodes would be grouped with other nodes or edges sharing a similar course at only those time points they coexist.

However, both approaches yield interesting information. The first allows for the grouping of coexisting subgraphs and thus the determination of parts of the network that have been deleted or created at the same time. Whereas the second approach allows for the analysis of nodes and edges according to the behavior they show during the time they exist. In communication networks, this could be used to determine stable connections independently of their creation date. So this leads to another parameter that may be used to steer the analysis.

Furthermore, to filter out minor fluctuations such as unwanted noise and to allow for an interactive analysis by decreasing the calculation time of the clustering, often a reduction of the time series is performed. The reduction we apply is based on a simple low-pass filtering averaging the data values of multiple time steps and a subsampling resulting in a coarser and smoother temporal scale to be clustered as proposed in [29]. A more complex alternative is to extract perceptually important points to represent the main characteristics of the time series [34]. Yet, its non-uniform distribution of time points complicates the similarity calculation during the clustering.

### 2.2 Clustering of the Supergraph with regard to the associated Time Series

Clustering time series requires two steps: determining a distance/similarity measure and selecting a method for clustering the time series based on this measure [30]. Measure and method can be chosen and configured independently of each other, enabling different ways to analyze the dynamic network. Currently, we provide three different similarity measures: the Euclidean distance, the correlation coefficient and a trend-based similarity measure [19] as well as two clustering methods: a hierarchical and a k-means method.

The choice of the similarity measure strongly depends on the chosen attributes and on the analysis goals of the user. If he is interested in grouping the nodes and edges with regard to simultaneous changes over time, a trend-based measure would suffice. For example, this can be the case if he is looking for evolving topics in a co-authorship or citation network which is characterized by a simultaneous increase in the node degree or citation count. Yet, if he is interested in nodes and edges showing similar values over time, the Euclidean measure is better suited. This is generally a good first choice for attributes featuring only a single data range and that are thus comparable like the quality of connections between nodes in a communication network. To be able to compare different similarities these measures are normalized to the range [0,1] with 0 describing no similarity of the time series and 1 describing full similarity.

As a default clustering method, we use a hierarchical clustering method as it supports an interactive exploration of the network on multiple levels of detail. In case of a k-means clustering, the number and center of clusters have to be appropriately specified.

### 2.3 Defining connected Subgraphs

The result of the clustering is solely based on the time series extracted for the attributes. Thus, structural connections between nodes and edges are not considered. Furthermore, attributes may be either defined for nodes or edges. That means that each cluster represents a collection of possibly disconnected nodes or edges. However, each cluster can be transformed into a subgraph as follows:

1. **Extraction of the induced subgraph**: In case of a cluster containing disconnected nodes often as a result of attributes defined only for nodes, we add all edges whose incident nodes are both contained in the cluster. For a cluster containing disconnected edges which may arise from attributes defined only for edges, we add the incident nodes.

2. **Path-preserving clustering**: The induced subgraph may still consist of multiple components that are similar according to their time series, but that are not structurally related. This can be exemplified by a simultaneous drop-out of nodes within a communication network. If these nodes are clustered together but are not connected, their drop-out may be a coincidence. However, if these nodes are connected, it is more likely that their simultaneous drop-out is caused by the same incident. Thus, to obtain a clustering in which each cluster represents a single connected subgraph (also called “path-preserving” clustering [3]), all discovered clusters are split into connected components afterwards. If the analyst is interested in finding relations that are not covered in the structure but appear in the temporal clustering, the maintenance of the path-preserving property can also be skipped making this step optional depending on the analysis.

The clustered supergraph resulting from these steps is used in the following section for the visualization of the dynamic network.

### 3 Visualization of the Clustered Supergraph

The goal of our visual design is to support the visual exploration of a dynamic network. We therefore provide an overview and several detail views. The supergraph provides the overview showing groups of nodes and edges being similar with regard to the temporal trends of their associated attributes. Clustering results and time series of interest are represented by detail views. Figure 1 demonstrates our design. In the following, we will describe the views in more detail.

#### 3.1 Network View

**Visual Design**: The network view (see Figure 1b) visualizes the clustered supergraph. The temporal trend of each cluster is represented by small glyphs as suggested by [24, 28]. These glyphs show small time plots for a selected attribute. The similarity of the time series of each cluster (intra-cluster similarity) is mapped to the background color of its glyph. High similarity is represented by dark green and low similarity by white glyphs. The size of each cluster is reflected by a label in the lower right corner of its glyph. Furthermore, to reflect the structural aspect of the dynamic network, clusters containing nodes or edges that are connected within the network are connected by lines. Here, the width of these lines reflect the number of connections between the clusters.

To sum it up, the network view communicates the connectivity and intra-cluster similarity of clusters as well as the major temporal trend of each cluster.

**Interactions for Exploring the Structure**: In the case of a hierarchical clustering, we utilize a layer-based approach. The network view then represents a single layer in the clustering hierarchy. We provide a layer-based navigation allowing the user to select a similarity threshold and thus the layer to be visualized as well as an unbalanced drill-down by expanding and folding specific clusters on demand.
The user can also select multiple clusters for a closer inspection. These clusters are highlighted in the network view as well as in the following time series view by a colored border. Therefore, we provide a couple of distinguishable colors (e.g., qualitative color schemes in [15]) to differentiate the selected clusters and allow their localization in both views. For each cluster, the contained substructure is drawn in the according color in the background of the network view as shown in Figure 8 allowing for a quick peek into the details of multiple clusters on demand.

3.2 Time Series View

Visual Design: Each cluster visible in the network view is represented by a time plot in the time series view (see Figure 1c). The time plot shows either the average trend of the time series or the cluster representative. As the time series is often larger than the available amount of pixels, the data is typically shown on a coarser scale and thus details may be hidden. To support the user in finding those details even at finer scales, we utilize the idea of a multi-scale time plot as introduced in [21]:

First, for each time series a number of coarser scales are extracted for instance by iteratively applying the reduction described in Section 2.1. Between each pair of subsequent temporal scales, the heterogeneity is determined for example by calculating the differences in the slopes. This heterogeneity is then visualized as a color coded-band with dark regions representing high heterogeneity. This is shown on the left side of Figure 2. The background of the image is then constructed by stacking these bands with the coarsest scale on top. In this way, the background provides pointers to time intervals with more information than visible on coarser scales. For the visualization of the time series, a temporal scale with a resolution fitting the number of available pixels is chosen. This scale is communicated by a red line between the bands including this scale. The resulting multi-scale time plot is depicted on the right side of Figure 2.

Additionally, the standard deviation is visualized as a semi-transparent ribbon along the time series to communicate the similarity within the cluster over time. This allows the user to discern between clusters that are similar across the whole time series and clusters featuring a high dissimilarity only for a few time points.

With a hierarchical clustering, the time plots are accompanied by an icicle plot [17] showing the clustering hierarchy up to the selected layer. Each cluster is represented by a colored rectangle representing its intra-cluster similarity. Here, the same color-coding is used as in the network view by mapping high similarity on a dark green color and low similarity on a white color. For those clusters currently visible in the network view, the corresponding rectangle also provides the number of nodes and edges it contains as an absolute number and as the percentage of the whole graph in brackets.

In this way, the time series view provides insight into the temporal trends of each cluster as well as visual hints pointing to temporal scales on higher granularity levels or time points that may provide additional information. Moreover, together with the icicle plot, they show the similarity within each cluster.

Interactions for Exploring the Time Series: Besides zoom and pan for inspecting details in the time plots, we provide filtering mechanisms to cope with a high number of clusters shown in the network view allowing to visualize only the time series for those clusters that are most important to the user. For this purpose, he can either select a minimum number of nodes and edges a cluster has to contain or directly select the clusters to be analyzed in the network view. The icicle plot provides visual feedback on the filtering by showing the number...
of nodes and edges that were filtered in angle brackets.

3.3 Similarity View and Visual Comparison of Clustering Settings

The presented views communicate the information captured by the clustered supergraph. Yet, different clusterings that consider for instance different attributes or are based on different measures would typically offer further information. Hence, the user needs appropriate interactions to adapt the clustering to his analysis needs as well as visual cues for estimating the effects of different clustering settings.

Therefore, we allow the user to define and configure two clustering settings at the same time. First, an active one used for calculating the clustered supergraph that is used for the visual exploration in the network and time series views. And a second one used to provide visual cues of how the active clustering will be affected by changes to clustering parameters. At any time, the user can switch between the two settings allowing him to perceive the dynamic network from different perspectives. For this purpose, we provide a similarity view.

Visual Design: The similarity view (see Figure 1a) shows two clustering settings and provides controls for their adaptation. It visualizes a similarity matrix for each setting capturing the similarities between all extracted time series according to the selected similarity measure. To communicate possible clusters, the time series are ordered to form homogeneous blocks as described in [32]. This relation is demonstrated in Figure 3 allowing for the identification of two larger blocks as clusters. In this way, the similarity matrix supports:

- with a k-means clustering, the estimation of the number of clusters and the specification of cluster centers.
- with a hierarchical clustering, the extraction of an appropriate layer.

The layout of the matrices is synchronized showing the same order of time series. In this way, similar matrices reflect similar clustering results while different results, e.g., a split of a cluster can be perceived as a break in one matrix compared to the otherwise homogeneous block of this cluster in the other matrix as exemplified in Figure 3.

Adaptation of the Views: While the similarity view allows for the comparison of two settings at the same time, the network view and time series view only support the visual exploration of a single clustering result. Hence, we provide two modes of visualizing both clustering settings:

- Only one setting is visualized at any time. In this case, the network and time series view are used as they have been described.
- One setting – the active clustering – is used as the basis of the visual exploration but additional visual cues according to the second clustering settings are embedded. For this purpose, the network view and the time series view visualize the active clustering but are adapted as follows to also provide visual cues of the differences to the second clustering setting.

In the network view, the background of the glyphs used to represent the clusters is split into two parts visualizing the intra-cluster similarity according to the selected similarity measure of both clustering settings. High similarity is mapped to dark green, low similarity to white. (b) and (c) exemplify a cluster that will remain after the switch, while (d) and (e) show a possible split of the cluster.

- Interactions for Refining the Clustering: For adjusting the settings, we provide the following functionality:
  - choosing between different attributes, similarity measures and clustering methods as well as adapting specific parameters in the...
The extended version OLSR-LQ [20] accommodates this by associating a working or non-working. This does not work well for wireless network (OLSR, [8]). The original protocol classifies links as either and uses an extended version of the Optimized Link State Routing more long-distance links.

It can also be seen that the clusters are connected with one or three villages south of Rostock while it is sparsely populated in other regions. It can be seen that the clusters are situated in the city center and three villages south of Rostock while it is sparsely populated in other regions. It can also be seen that the clusters are connected with one or more long-distance links.

The network is based on IEEE 802.11 Wireless LAN technology and uses an extended version of the Optimized Link State Routing protocol (OLSR, [8]). The original protocol classifies links as either working or non-working. This does not work well for wireless networks where intermediate packet loss rates are perfectly normal. The extended version OLSR-LQ [20] accommodates this by associating a quality value with each link. A link’s quality value $Q_L$ describes the probability of a successful packet transmission on this link. A perfect link, i.e., a link showing no packet loss at all, has an $Q_L$ of 1.0. Whereas a poor link, i.e., a link with a high packet loss, has an $Q_L$ near 0.0.

OLSR works proactively and belongs to the link-state class of routing protocols. As a result, each node receives information about all existing links and their qualities in the entire network. From the received information, each node builds-up a weighted digraph representing the network with the weights reflecting the link qualities. This graph is then used to compute optimal paths to each node in the network.

For collecting the data set, the current list of known links was obtained from a particular node within the OpenNet every 10 minutes over a five-month period. The data collection took place from January 1st 2011 until May 31st 2011. During this time, the network graph contained on average 174 nodes and 830 edges. The supergraph of all 21,733 recorded snapshots contains 290 nodes and 1,888 edges. For 139 time points, no data is available due to outages of the recording node. The data set is described in more detail in [31] and is publicly available\(^3\).

In the original data set, existing links (edges) are described explicitly along with their respective link quality. If a link was not working at a particular point in time, it is missing in the respective snapshot. However, if this link was working at some time during the data collection period, it is included in the supergraph. In our case, it is convenient to have an explicit statement about the quality of any particular link at any particular point in time. Therefore, if a link from the supergraph is missing in a particular snapshot, we add the respective link and associate a zero quality with it, which is semantically equivalent to a non-existing link.

In general, each link has a basic quality magnitude mainly determined by factors such as distance and antenna type. Beyond that, the link quality varies over time. These fluctuations may be caused by interference originating from other radio transmitters, strong load on the respective link or weather effects (e.g., increased attenuation due to moisture or antenna misalignment due to wind).

When a particular link within a path deteriorates, the OLSR soft-
ware normally selects an alternative path automatically. However, if no alternate links of good quality are available, a sudden strong deterioration of a single link may limit the overall connectivity of entire network segments.

4.2 Analysis Goals

The general goal of the OpenNet members is to maintain a network quality satisfying all users. Therefore, they need to identify low quality links that may cause low network performance. Considering the number of links and time steps of the recorded data set, this may become a challenging task. In general, the OpenNet members are interested in analyzing the data on multiple levels:

- They want to monitor the network status on a global level and identify general problems early.
- They also want to localize the source of sporadic problems and determine which parts of the network were affected by them. In this case, their focus is on a local level.

Both goals are addressed separately in the following two sections.

4.3 Analysis on a Global Level

In order to solve the first problem, the OpenNet members want to identify which links persistently show a high quality, which links are fluctuating, and which links show a constantly low quality. Commonly, they would have to analyze each time point separately to filter out those links that frequently have a low quality or links that exhibit sporadic shifts in quality.

With our approach, the goal can be reached much easier. At least one attribute and a similarity measure have to be chosen to extract the nodes and edges the user is looking for, i.e., the nodes and edges that exhibit a similar behavior. As the user is interested in grouping them according to their connection quality over time, the Euclidean distance measure calculated for this attribute is a good choice.

The network monitoring and graphic tools currently used within the OpenNet distinguish three levels of reliability of the links (good, average, poor) based on their link quality. We therefore start our analysis with a k-means clustering method and choose an initial age, poor) based on their link quality. We therefore start our analysis with a k-means clustering method and choose an initial age, poor) based on their link quality. For example, clusters VI and IX capture the part of the network that was connected to the core network in April 2011. As the links were not present until April 2011 they show a constant quality of 0.0. Yet, after they were established, they exhibit generally high LQ values and thus fall into the good quality level.

Both groups describe interesting features to be analyzed further. However, the second group represents only a minority of nodes and edges (as indicated by the labels in their glyphs and in the icicle plot) and is therefore of lesser interest for the OpenNet members. In contrast, the majority of nodes and edges are located in the first group. When looking at the clusters II and III, we see that one third of all nodes and edges exhibit a constantly good or high quality while the cluster VII shows that nearly 50% of all nodes and edges in the network have a consistently low quality.

The large amount of low quality edges does not imply a low network quality in general because a weak link only has an effect on the network quality if there are no better links available to reach a certain destination. Weak links have a significant impact if they are the only connections between substructures in the network. The impact is particularly strong if the connected substructures have a similar high quality otherwise. In order to distinguish weak links with significant impact on the network from links which are weak but redundant, the path-preserving clustering is very useful. During the path-preserving clustering, this constellation results in a split of the cluster containing these substructures into multiple components.

The four selected clusters in Figure 1 illustrate the different cases. In the network view, the blue colored cluster (I, lower left corner) is connected to another cluster with high quality. Yet, both are connected to two other clusters that have a constantly low quality. Further investigation shows that these two clusters contain three nodes which are located in the west of the city center at the border of the OpenNet network. With this information at hand, OpenNet members could try to improve the links that connect these nodes with the remaining network. We can also see an orange colored cluster (IV, lower right corner) that is connected to the low-quality, red cluster (VII). However, this cluster is likewise connected to a cluster of nodes and edges that show a constantly high quality (III, purple color). Thus, the periods of low quality in this orange colored cluster cannot be explained solely by the quality of the intermediate clusters but require further investigation.

4.4 Analysis of Local Problems

Based on the global overview described in the previous section, local events in the different clusters can be identified. This identification is important to address the second problem which concerns sporadic drops in the quality of important links or nodes. Links and nodes are important if their outage would lead to a separation of parts of the network from the remaining core network. Due to the structure of the OpenNet, such effects usually affect local subgraphs. In this context, the second group of clusters seems interesting because of the high variance in their LQ values over time. However, as this group contains only a small number of nodes and edges, their influence on the overall functionality of the network is limited. Hence, this group is of lesser importance for the OpenNet members. They are more concerned about the clusters II and III of the first group showing a steadily average to good LQ over time. In this way, these two clusters describe the core network and a drop in their quality can have a more severe effect on the network.

By looking at the clustering as shown in Figure 1c, we can see that despite their generally good quality both clusters show drops in the
quality that are interesting for a further inspection. In the time series view, we zoom in on the three largest peaks visible in clusters II and III (see Figure 1). The result of the zoom operation is shown in Figure 7. The peaks were caused by two different incidents. The two largest peaks are the result of a disconnection of the data recording node and thus only point to missing data. This is visible in Figure 7a and 7b as this event has a global effect on the time series of all clusters. Yet, there is a peak visible for only two clusters in February that is not caused by the data gap and thus shows a more local incident.

Next, we calculate a new clustering of the network by selecting the time interval around the peak (Figure 7c) in order to narrow down the cause of the peak. The result of this refinement is shown in Figure 8. Looking at the similarity view and the time series view, we can see that the peak was caused by a subset of nodes and edges that completely lost their connection while other parts of the OpenNet remained functional. Clusters III, IV, V and VI (colored in orange to red) consist entirely of disconnected network elements. The network view (Figure 8) reveals that these four clusters contain nodes and edges located in three villages south of Rostock. Further investigation reveals that all three villages were disconnected from the core network on February 9th due to a power outage affecting some nodes that connected the villages with the city network (cluster VII highlighted in purple).

4.5 Use Case Summary & Discussion

In this section, we have demonstrated how our novel visualization approach supports the analysis of the OpenNet data set. The first discussed goal concerns a global overview of the dynamics within the network. Traditionally, in order to reduce the burden of analyzing all time steps separately, a common approach would be to look at the supergraph only. Therefore, the time series data from each node and edge would need to be mapped to a few attributes that can be visualized in parallel. For example, the mean and the standard deviation of a link’s quality could be mapped to color and style attributes of a line. In practice, this approach is problematic because time series mostly cannot be described adequately by a small number of attributes. In Figure 1b, we can see an example of this problem. Here, clusters I and IX show an almost identical mean and a similar standard deviation while it can be easily seen that their behavior over time is quite different. In contrast, our approach shows a clustered supergraph as a compact overview that helps to identify problematic links without burdening the user with analyzing all time steps separately and without losing important features of the corresponding time series.

The second analysis goal involves the identification of sporadic changes in the quality of the clusters such as temporary outages. A traditional approach to identify such outages would be to look for significant drops in the quality in the individual time series of every node and edge. For assessing the scope of an outage, the user would then need to compare the different time series to find nodes and links with similar behavior. Considering the large number of links within the OpenNet this would be a time-consuming task. Alternatively, animations could be used to identify sudden drops in link quality. However, when analyzing large time spans this would become time-consuming as well. Additionally, once a sudden change is found, the user would have to find out manually if the problem reoccurs at other time steps. With our approach, identifying sporadic, strong changes of link qualities and estimating their scope becomes much easier. The interactive refinement of clustering settings and time ranges allows for an efficient analysis of sporadic drops in the link quality that captures both structural and temporal locality of the phenomena.

The presented visualization approach has supported the OpenNet
Fig. 7. A zoomed-in view of three time intervals showing drop-offs in the quality of clusters with a generally good quality otherwise. (a) and (b) show a global drop-off of all clusters simultaneously. In both cases the recording node was disconnected and thus these intervals contain no data at all. On the other hand, (c) shows a larger drop-off only in the clusters II and III. Its cause has to be a local event. A time interval around this event is selected for closer inspection (time points outside of this interval are faded-out in gray). The icicle plot on the right reveals that the intra-cluster similarity of both clusters in the selected time interval is lower (light color of the upper right triangle) than for the complete interval (darker green color of the lower left triangle). If a new clustering is calculated on the basis of this time interval the degradation of their intra-cluster similarity will lead to a split of these clusters into multiple components.

members in the analysis of their dataset by simplifying the problem of identifying nodes and edges sharing a similar temporal behavior while considering the overall network structure. While these results are promising, we are also looking into other dynamic networks to further evaluate our approach as discussed in the following section.

5 Conclusion and Future Work

In this paper, we have presented the idea of a temporal clustering for large dynamic networks that groups nodes and edges by the temporal trend of their associated attributes. An appropriate visual design based on the clustered supergraph provides an overview of the dynamic network as well as detailed information of the groups and their temporal trends. The integration of visual cues communicating the effects according to two clustering settings does not only allow for showing the clustered dynamic network, but also for estimating the information yield when adapting clustering settings. Coupled with specific interactions, the visualization allows for an exploration as well as an interactive and informed refinement of the clustering. Altogether, this interplay of computation, visualization and interaction supports the user in discovering and analyzing global and local trends affecting different parts of the network. A first use case study for a wireless communication network with data captured over a long period of time has shown its usefulness and its advantages over existing techniques with regard to analyzing the associated attributes over time.

As common approaches for providing an overview of the dynamic network are often based on the visualization of the supergraph, they normally cannot adequately describe the temporal trends of associated attributes because of the number of nodes and edges to be shown. With our approach, we are able to reduce the amount of nodes and edges to be visualized allowing us to provide time plots showing the temporal trends of their attributes over time. Additionally, the clustering and the visualization of the major trends for each cluster enables the user not only to discover events that are influencing the whole network but also local substructures of the network. This is often a difficult and time-consuming endeavor with existing techniques such as animations or small multiples because of the number of nodes and edges as well as of their associated time series that have to be compared manually.

While we have demonstrated our new approach by the visual analysis of a specific use case, we are currently inspecting its applicability for a more diverse set of use cases. In a co-authorship or citation network, evolving topics can for instance be discovered by clustering the nodes and edges with regard to their coexistence over time. This is feasible by extracting an appropriate time series for the coexistence of nodes and edges and thus allows not only for the clustering according to attributes over time. The clustering separates groups of nodes and edges that were already connected over a longer period of time and groups sharing connections only very recently. The latter case corresponds to newer or evolving topics. Another example is the analysis of discussion threads in which edges describe discussions between two or more persons. Here, the clustering can help to discern between short term and long term discussions.

In this context, we also like to evaluate our approach with networks that feature a larger structure and to study the feedback of different groups of users. Especially, when dealing with a larger structure the calculation of the similarity matrix necessary for the hierarchical clustering we used can become very time consuming. Hence, the integration of more robust and sophisticated clustering methods may be beneficial for the analysis. In this regard, the adaptation of caching and querying strategies as introduced in [1] for an interactive clustering of
time series according to different time intervals may also be beneficial for an interactive analysis of larger networks. Additionally, at the moment, we provide visual cues to communicate if changes to clustering settings may yield additional information. Here, an integration of additional visualization such as the TreeJuxtaPoser [22] that shows two trees side by side to facilitate the direct comparison of the clustering results may also support the analysis.

Furthermore, our approach focused on the abstraction of the structure according to the temporal development of attributes. Thus, we reduce the number of nodes and edges to be analyzed. An alternative would be to focus on the reduction of the number of time points to be visualized. A basis for such an approach could be the idea of clustering the time points according to the spatial configuration as presented in [2, 16] for the analysis of spatio-temporal data. In this way, only time points showing different structural configurations would have to be analyzed.
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